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Freewheelin’ 213
 

2003 is a very good year to visit Amsterdam. In fact if you wander
along Paulus Potterstraat in the Museum Quarter of the city and you
find yourself at the Van Gogh Museum, and if it just happens to be
your birthday on the day of your visit in 2003, a friendly Dutchman
will break open a bottle of Amstell and invite you in for a drink.

The reason for the celebration is that 2003 marks the 150th

anniversary of the birth of the artist Vincent Van Gogh and all
manner of activities are planned for this year including making a
fuss of anyone who turns up at the Museum on their birthday.

The somewhat pensive self portrait that forms the backdrop of this
months cover was painted by Vincent in the year 1887 and, upon
completion, he called his creation, simply, ‘Self Portrait With Grey
Felt Hat’.

Just thirteen years after Vincent kissed goodbye the howling beast
that sits on the border line between life from death, the comedian
Bob Hope was born. So, if it is a cover about birthdays, Bob Hope
just has to be there for in this year, 2003, he made the century.

But in fact it is a cover about grey felt hats. Vincent is wearing
one; so is Bob Hope and so is Bob Dylan. Big Frank wants to swap his
black felt hat and reaches out for Dylan’s grey but Hope looks like
he wants to prevent the exchange. Dylan has his back to the party
games, he stares straight out at the camera and drums ‘Happy
birthday to you’ with his fingers. Vincent, it seems, is not amused!
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Last month we concentrated on the UK press reaction to the 2002 European tour, this month it’s the 
turn of Germany and we’ll kick off with a couple of reviews of Hamburg. 
 
If Bild Hamburg merely noted in a brief review that Dylan played a routine concert, then Volker 
Albers in Hamburger Abendblatt certainly enjoyed watching Bob enjoying himself; “… it’s hard to 
believe, but Dylan, this dismissive looking cowboy, was dancing. As if to say; “Look, this is my life 
and I enjoy it to the full”.” 
 
Onto Hamburg, where Thuringer Allgemeine’s Michael Pilz reckoned that all songs were 
recognizable and them went on to praise Maggie’s Farm, which Dylan didn’t even play. A brief piece 
in Die Tageszeitung concentrated on a football fan in the audience who had been dragged along to the 
show by his girlfriend instead of the UEFA Cup match Milan v. Borussia Dortmund that he wanted to 
attend. Apparently , he “irritated” Dylan by continually shouting, “Ole, ole, o lay, lady, lay!” until he 
was escorted out by security. Phew, rock ‘n’ roll. 
 
Rudiger Schaper of Der Tagesspiegel noted that the Berlin concert was even better than the 2000 gig 
at the same venue and that this audience was younger and more female orientated. Sounds good to me. 
Berliner Morgenpost’s Uwe Sauerwein also reckoned that this show was better than the 2000 one  and 
also  praised the band and Bob, who “with his Neverending Tour, seems to have reached something 
like happiness.” Ralf Kuhling of BZ reckoned that Dylan has the best band in the world and that, at 
Berlin, “with the magic of his knotty singing, Dylan has reached a new peak in his career.” Another 
brief review  in BZ also praised the show: “…Two years ago, the Arena was half-empty, this time it 
was sold out. Berlin wants real heroes again. Great!” 
 
Berliner Zeitung ’s Frank Junghanel wrote his review along similar lines; “…Dylan plays Berlin 
regularly. Some time ago he was awful, lately he’s a sound piece of work. Two years ago it was good, 
this time sensational.” In a daft review in Junge Welt, Maik Holzel was most impressed that 
“obviously somebody has finally taught him how to play the harmonica without reminding the people 
in the audience on their next appointment with the dentist.” Quite. 
 
Onto Hamburg, where Die Welt ’s Stefan Grund noted the younger audience comprised of so many 
“business people”. Dylan responded  with ”the best Hamburg concert for 20 years.” Ah, yes  - 
Hamburg 1982: that was a great gig. Subterranean Homesick Blues. The band looked as though they’d 
come “right from the wild west, with their instruments in one hand and the Bible and Shakespeare’s 
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dramas in the other.” That’s right – there’s no point even thinking  about being an Old West gunslinger 
unless you can recite a few chapters of Hamlet during those tedious shootouts. 
 
Pinneberger Tageblatt ’s Dorit Koch also enjoyed Hamburg, though he noticed that it took 30 minutes 
before Dylan and his audience finally clicked, whilst Mechthild Klein of Neue Osnabrucker Zeitung 
reckoned that the sight of Dylan finishing the show on his knees before his audience, “was a good 
omen from somebody who usually never shows such gestures.” Kieler Nachrichten ’s Volker Behrens 
was just as enthusiastic, claiming that Dylan’s time isn’t over yet and that the Hamburg concert was 
more than a visit from a monument and  Tino Hanekamp of Hamburger Morgenpost was pleased that 
Hamburg got the “nice Bob” who played a “mellow, unflappable and rock solid” show. 
 
Ingolf Rosendahl of Leipziger Volkszeitung was worried that the Leipzig show might  not reach the 
heights of Hamburg or Berlin, but “ it took only a few bars of opener Wait For The Light To Shine to 
clear up all doubts”. Even if Dylan didn’t smile until Maggie’s Farm (which was the final number of 
the gig) (just kidding). Matthias Zwarg of the Freie Presse reckoned that, at Leipzig, “Dylan was more 
on the ball than ever” and that, once again, the audience far outnumbered those at Dylan’ 
 
The Hannover show was received no less positively, with Ralf Neite of Hannoversche  Allgemeine 
concluding that “the new songs from Love And Theft sound fresher than the old classics” and Laurenz 
Lierenz of Neue Presse writes: “…In Make You Feel My Love he mumbles tenderly’ “I would never 
do you wrong”. We know that, Bob. And we’ll always come back again.” 
 
Jens Frederiksen of Allgemeine Zeitung Mainz was disappointed that, at the Frankfurt concert, Dylan 
rearranged too many of his old songs: “…Dylan plays an impressive concert, even if the list of sins is 
long once  again…The Wicked Messenger from the quiet John Wesley Harding album is buried – like 
everything  else in the second half of the concert – under a deafening rock arrangement. Only the Love 
And Theft songs are performed  more  or less the same way they’re recorded in the studio.” Albert 
Schmaltz of Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung found the Bob Dylan on the Frankfurt stage to be in 
“top form” and he especially enjoyed a version of Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door now rearranged as “a 
Motown-Country version”. Frankfurter Neue Presse ’s Hadayatullah Hubsch went somewhat over the 
top with his Frankfurt review, calling the Love And Theft songs “precious objects” and concluding; 
“…Sometimes Bob Dylan was like a child allowed to have a good romp, and sometimes full of dignity 
and wisdom. Silly show behaviour is completely alien to him. He’s at the zenith of his work.” The 
Offenbach-Post ’s Thomas Kirstein was more level-headed, simply proclaiming Frankfurt as “ a great 
concert” whilst Die Rheinpfalz ’s Dietrich Wappler summed up; “…At the end he accepts the ovations 
of the audience with overwhelmed astonishment, takes a deep bow, perhaps surprised by so much 
warmth in a cold world.” 
 
Frankfurter Rundscau dispatched six critics to review Frankfurt, all of varying ages and interest in 
Dylan. The results, with a couple of exceptions, are largely so-so, my favourite being; “…Some day 
he’ll probably be called the most influential poet of the 20th Century. Today he still acts as a 
musician…He also has this throat disease that some people call a voice.” 
 
Next up, a couple of belated UK reviews. Paul Keith of the Brighton Argus enjoyed Brighton, 
especially the Love And Theft material; “…Although, at heart, these were arranged as rootsy  country 
rockers, the style of songs encompasses a range of genres including blues, folk and even swing – 
Dylan goes eclectic if you will.”  The Observer ’s Sean O’Hagan was less impressed with the second 
London show, feeling that Dylan was not at his best; “Can it be that he is bored by touring but spooked 
even more by the thought of retiring and being at home with himself?” In contrast to the Dublin show 
of 2000, “tonight, to quote the great man himself, nothing was delivered. Maybe he should give 
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himself a break. After all, his ever hopeful audiences have been giving him one for years.” At the same 
show, and in total contrast, Uncut ’s Allan Jones is, by the time Dylan concludes Honest With Me, “in 
stunned and delirious rapture”. This is, remember, the only reviewer who found anything remotely 
positive to say about the 1991 shows, so you’re not likely to get a ritual slagging-off here. Even so, 
with Wicked Messenger, Sugar baby, a “regal” Like A Rolling Stone and the aforementioned Honest 
With Me all singled out as highlights, this is more the stuff of fanzine than rock mag; “…At the end, 
the cheers of thousands rolling over him, Bob drops to one knee, stands, smiles, blows the crowd a kiss 
and does his little knock-kneed walk into the wings, into legend and beyond. Unbelieveable.” 
Excellent colour Brighton pic also included. 
 
Meanwhile, the revamped Last Waltz was still pulling in decent reviews, with Bay Area.com ’s John 
Orr praising Dylan’s “brilliant” set, especially the restored and “delightful” Hazel and the Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette ’s Ed Masley proclaiming that “Dylan’s songs alone would go a long way toward 
explaining what the fuss is all about” and that Baby Let Me Follow You Down is “by far the most 
intense performance of the whole event”. 
 
Kelly Grinsteinner of the Hibbing Daily Tribune reported on a  week long celebration in Bob’s home  
town to celebrate his birthday. It started out as an evening’s celebration at Zimmy’s and has grown to 
include a showing of Dylan’s biography, a mystery bus tour, trivia contests, glass blowing 
demonstrations (that’s not what Blowin’ In The Wind was about was it?) and a musician’s talent 
contest. The week of May 19th-25th has been declared Bob Dylan week by proclamation of Mayor Pru 
Lolich who claims; “This is something that’s long overdue”. Co-proprietor of Zimmy’s, Linda 
Stroback-Hocking elaborates; “Dylan has notoriety far and wide. It has just taken Hibbing a little while 
to realize it. And like Dylan’s Mom said; “It’s about time someone did something nice for him”.” 
 
Uncut ’s Nigel  Williamson awards the Grateful Dead’s  Postcards Of The Hanging CD three stars 
and, whilst realising that their 1987 collaboration did no one any favours (not least the audiences), 
insists that this release proves that “without Bob’s haphazard sense of timing throwing the off their 
stride, Garcia and co prove they were actually excellent interpreters of the world’s most dazzling 
songbook.” 
 
Finally, I could wax lyrical for several pages about the June edition of Uncut, but I doubt very much 
that anyone reading this wouldn’t have bought it at the time. Or should I say “bought them” , since  
you need both covers and both free CDs, especially as, The Special’s massacre of Maggie’s Farm not 
withstanding, there’s hardly a duff track on them. Basically, the bulk of the mag comprises the Top 40 
Dylan songs, as voted for by writers, critics, and fellow musicians. No prizes awarded whatsoever for 
guessing Number One (clue: it isn’t Are You Ready?)  and it is typically weighted towards his 1960’s 
work but this was a worthy tribute to the man in the month of his UK Tour and included several other 
smaller Dylan-related articles as well as a nice selection of career-spanning photos, including a lovely 
full-page photo of a 2001 Bob sitting in a barn or a hayloft (or it could be the inside of Bob’s house for 
all I know. Maybe he prefers sitting on straw rather than the more conventional chairs and sofas). Not 
so much a recommended magazine as an essential one. 
 
THANKS TO:  JENS W, GRAHAM A, BRYAN G. 
 
 
Mark Carter
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By The Two Riders 
 
This time we need to play a little game of catch-up but first congratulations to all on the all-new FW 
on-line.  This really is most impressive and imaginative.  Work is a real bitch at the moment with 25-
hour days, eight days a week but never mind, the best is always yet to come. 
 
Harry Belafonte session  2nd February 1962 
 
What we get here is presumably the entire session for Midnight Special including all of the false starts, 
breakdowns and what little studio patter there was.  There are basically five complete takes and 15 
breakdowns, some of which last for a few seconds and others a minute or so.  Since Dylan starts off 
every track with his harmonica intro he is there on all cuts and might fine wailin’ he does too.  About 
30 minutes of collector’s only items. 
 
San Jose  12th October 2001  soundboard 
 
By no means the best-sounding line recording you will ever hear.  There is a constant hiss which is 
quite distracting.  Unfortunately a fair bit of this show sounds dull and dreary – witness Times and 
Tweedle Dee and Standing In The Doorway.   However, there are some glorious moments too 
particularly  a highly impassioned Masters of War, Sweet Marie and Things Have Changed. 
 
 
Now a couple of outstanding Fall shows from 2002. 
 
Kingston  20th  November   
 
Listen out for a great version of You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere, closely followed by an excellent End of  
the Innocence.  The show drags a bit once Tambourine Man hits but hits a peak with the restful, lush  
Shelter From The Storm. 
 
Wilkes-Barre  21st  November 
 
An excellent start to this show as Bob strides out on Maggie’s, I’ll Remember You (works really 
well) and Highway 61.  The rest of the show is very good, not outstanding. 
 
 
On now to the Antipodean tour of 2003.  Unfortunately, this does not pick up where the Fall tour left 
off.  Though it is still nice to hear the continued use of keyboards across most songs, the shows are 
more listless, duller and sometimes a little boring.  Whether it is the quality of the recordings, which 
are often mediocre, or something else one does not know. 
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Brisbane  11th February   
 
This show makes a slow start but finally takes off at song number four, You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere 
which has a nice easy flow and a neat little harp solo.  Unfortunately, after that a number of songs 
outstay their welcome because they are over-extended.  Interestingly a couple of the acoustic numbers, 
Don’t Think Twice and It Ain’t Me, Babe come across best.  Saving Grace is merely OK here in 
what is largely a spoken version, it’s not really sung. 
 
Adelaide  13th  February 
 
This is a pretty good recording which helps the listener.  Again some of the acoustic chestnuts come 
over best, this time around it’s Girl Of The North Country and Mama.  It’s Alright Ma breaks this 
mould nad is great in this new tour arrangement, full of drama and authenticity.   
 
Perth   15th  February 
 
Awful sound, noisy crowd, short show, nothing to write home about. 
 
Sydney   17th   February 
 
This time around Just Like A Woman comes over quite well, something which one rarely hears in 
recent tours.  In fact the show has some strong performances in the main.  Check out Things Have 
Changed with its lovely piano break, a truly exciting Cold Irons Bound followed by a very controlled 
Don’t Think Twice.  The highlight, to these ears, is the lovely Bye And Bye, which is very relaxed, 
well performed and features some fine piano work. 
 
Newcastle  18th  February 
 
Not really much to say about this show.  It  certainly does not have the energy or momentum of the 
previous night but does feature excellent readings of Boots and It’s Alright Ma. 
 
Auckland   21st  February 
 
The tour has moved to New Zealand but it takes Dylan quite a while to get going tonight.  It is only 
really as song 8, Don’t Think Twice, when things begin to happen.  What follows is very good.  
Watching The River Flow moves along excellently and then things slow down for a mellow Simple 
Twist and a great Bye And Bye after which Dylan sings Happy Birthday to Larry Campbell. 
 
Auckland   22nd  February 
 
Same place, next night.  Not bad at all.  Cold Irons Bound continues to be hugely impressive and 
features great dynamics.  Great versions of It Ain’t Me, Babe and Masters of War. The spell is 
broken somewhat by a version of 4th Street which simply chugs along devoid of subtlety.  But a 
driving version of Honest With Me restores the situation.  The show end s on a real high with a super 
stab at Watchtower which is full of life and vigour featuring a good vocal and great guitar work. 
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Wellington   24th   February 
  
This show, for some reason, seems to have a good vibe.  There is nothing here which is truly 
outstanding but most is pretty good stuff.  Although Desolation Row comes across well and 
Watchtower is once again excellent.   
 
Christchurch  26th   February 
 
Lat night of the tour and a mixed bag of a show.  H61 features great piano work which carries the song 
along really well and then it is straight back down to earth with Just Like A Woman – a very poor 
vocal, awful performance and far too long.  Things never really pick up much and the tour ends with a 
bit of a whimper.   
 
A couple of months later and Dylan is back on the road for a lengthy swing through the US.  These 
shows picked up a bit from the previous tour but it still feels like it is harder for Dylan to hit the 
heights frequently.  The band is great, of course, and this helps him enormously.  The shows are 
shorter than we have come to expect, around 100 minutes. 
 
Austin   19th April 
 
This is the second show of the tour and it’s not too bad.  Tell Me That It Isn’t True is patchy with a 
messy vocal but H61 which follows is good and then Saving Grace has now taken shape and sounds 
fine.  Listen out for Standing In The Doorway featuring a new arrangement which sounds like Every 
Grain Of Sand.  
 
Austin   20th  April 
 
Nice funky start tonight with an infectious Watching The River Flow and later a very strong 
Tombstone Blues.  Nice to hear Dignity which comes across as a sound performance.  Filter out the 
poor vocal on Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here and it’s a good all-round show. 
 
Houston  23rd  April 
 
Good sound recording enhances the listening experience.  Click into H61 to hear an excellent reading 
and then stay there for a truly superb Blind Willie McTell.  As you might imagine, the piano work 
makes this version so much more effective.  4th Street is good but almost spoken.  Listen out for a 
great, great dirty, chunky arrangement of Can’t Wait – so good you’ll want to hear it over again. 
 
Atlantic City  10th  April 
 
This is a very good show and even includes an added bonus with a fire alarm announcement bringing 
H61  to a premature halt.  Things Have Changed  is spot-on as is Bye And Bye but the whole show is 
good. 
 
 
Restless Farewell for now. 
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Isis - Part III 

1336 words on 

The Outlaw and the Romantic Ideal 
 

By Patrick Webster 
 

 
To continue: however, one has to be aware of other interpretations to account for the sense of 
continuing movement within the construct of masculinity I was building into ‘Isis’;  into Dylan’s work 
and - one might surmise - into a cultural space in general. It must be granted that there are alternative, 
and perhaps more commonplace reasons as to why men travel 
 
One might think, for example, of the blues tradition, a tradition which Dylan has always been closely 
associated with, a tradition in which travel (and especially masculine travel) has been a dominant 
motif. Aside from this, there is the obvious idea that men travel in order to look for work, and one 
could cite the influence of Woody Guthrie at this point.  
 
In Guthrie’s work it is certainly true that economic factors led men to take to the road in search of 
employment. A number of Guthrie’s songs, for example ‘Tom Joad’ (drawn from John Steinbeck’s 
The Grapes of Wrath [1939) portrayed the plight of men in such situations.  
 
However, I would argue that Dylans idolisation of Guthrie was connected more with the mythological 
and romantic notions in Guthrie’s life and work. Guthrie’s famous book, Bound for Glory (which 
greatly influenced Dylan early in his career) celebrated t he theme of the outcast, the drifter, the man 
fleeing from convention and conformity, the hobo who found freedom on the highways and railroads 
of the American landscape. In a sense Guthrie (or the persona of himself he created) was an outlaw, 
albeit a morally sanctioned outlaw. Guthrie tapped into the moral relevance of the outlaw in American 
culture, an idea that would be repeatedly displayed within Dylan’s work as well. As Wayne Hampton 
suggested: 
 
‘Bob Dylan’s politics, such as they are, involve the romanticisation of freedom, a concern for the 
social outcast ...sustained by images of hoboes, outlaws, prophets and saints on a slow train bound for 
glory.’  
 
I would argue that the road for the men in Dylan’s work is primarily a place with a romantic, visionary 
and mythological ambition. Furthermore, the men most admired in Dylan’s work are often outlaws, 
outsiders - men who have moved beyond the constructed confines of society apparent in these songs. ‘I 
might look like Robert Ford,’ Dylan sang in ‘Outlaw Blues’, ‘But I feel just like Jesse James’. Hence 
we can see here an idea pointing towards the sense in which Dylan¹s texts embrace the romantic idea 
of a masculine self as outlaw, which in turn can be seen as being suggestive of artifice and play-acting. 
In other words of there being a paradoxical element to the construct of masculinity.  
 
Aside from Woody Guthrie, another obvious influence here were the Beat writers, and most 
specifically Jack Kerouac. Kerouac’s seminal work, ‘On the Road’, obviously informs a similar pattern 
of male desire found within Dylan’s work, propounding a significantly gender-specific quest for self-
discovery, via the road. Hence Kerouac’s work offers the idea of a male outsider escaping narrow-
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hearted consumerism in search of the lost frontier, making a celebratory escape from responsibility; 
and, in so doing, exerting a large influence in Dylan’s positioning romance and visionary experience 
on the road. The prerogative of which, I would argue, points again towards a sense of gender 
distinction and gender constructed-ness in Dylan’s work. 
 
In the reverentially titled  ‘On the Road Again’ (1965), Dylan’s male narrator wants to be on the road, 
wants to be in the wide open spaces, wants to be in the wilderness, wants, in fact, to be anywhere as 
long as he is not with the woman of the song - and the rest of her family: 
 
Well, I woke up in the morning 
There¹s frogs inside my socks 
Your mama, she¹s a-hiding 
Inside the icebox 
Your daddy walks in wearing 
A Napoleon Bonaparte mask 
Then you ask why I don¹t live here 
Honey, do you have to ask? 
 
This song is an apt example of a large number of songs Dylan wrote in the mid-1960s that positioned a 
male character desperately attempting to avoid the onset of familial constraints. Other examples 
include:’Motorpsycho Nitemare’ (1964),  ‘Maggie¹s Farm’ (1965),  ‘Tombstone Blues’ (1965) and 
‘Highway 61 Revisited’ (1965). These songs portray men who don’t want to settle down with the 
farmer’s daughter, who don’t want to work for brother’s or pa’s or ma’s, men who want to get away 
from Mama’s in the factory and Papa’s in the alley, and men who want nothing to do with fifth 
daughters and first fathers and seventh sons. All these songs portray male protagonists who need some 
means of escape, men who do not want to be constrained within the domestic environments in which 
they find themselves.  
 
In one of Dylan¹s seminal works of the 1960s, ‘It Ain¹t Me Babe’ (1964), a similar intent can be more 
explicitly inferred. The famous refrain, with its thrice repeated denial of ‘No, no, no, It ain’t me babe’ 
has been read as both a political and a personal message. In the political sense the line can be read as a 
retreat from a world of social protest, but, in a different and more individual discourse, the line can be 
read simply as a repudiation of confinement within a feminine domain. Thus the refrain of the song, ‘It 
ain’t me babe, it ain’t me you ‘re looking for ... ‘  becomes a message from a man to a woman, or even 
from men to women, a message repudiating the idea of any kind of permanent commitment. 
 
In a later song,  ‘The Groom’s Still Waiting at the Altar’ (1981), Dylan again put forward the idea of a 
retreat away from commitment, but here included a possible reason why: 
 
Don’t know what I can say about Claudette, 
That wouldn’t come back to haunt me. 
Finally had to give her up,  
About the time she began to want me ...  
 
Here the male protagonist is compelled to give up the woman at the very moment she expresses a 
desire for him; and there is a sense that some part of the self must be kept inviolate from a feminine 
sphere of influence. In an earlier song, ‘Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright’ (1963), the reason for the 
break-up of the relationship is contiguous with this same concept: 
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I’m thinkin’ and a wonderin’ all the way down the road, 
I once loved a woman, a child I’m told. 
I gave her my heart, but she wanted my soul, 
But don¹t think twice, it’s alright.  
 
This is an idea that culminates in the song, ‘Sweetheart Like You’ (1983): 
 
You know, I once knew a woman who looked like you,  
She wanted a whole man, not just a half, 
She used to call me sweet daddy when I was only a child, 
You kind of remind me of her when you laugh. 
 
The male figure here will only offer half of himself, with the implied suggestion that he must retain 
some part of himself outside of the female domain. It would seem to me that the men in Dylan¹s songs 
repeatedly fail to live up to the expectations of the women they find themselves in relationships with, 
an idea perhaps personified by a line from  ‘One More Night’  (1969): 
 
I just could not be what she wanted me to be.  
 
The point at stake here revolves around the hollowness and fragility of the construct of masculinity 
that haunts the unconscious elements in Dylan¹s work, the vital discourse his work can never quite 
bring itself to wholly  confront. To be continued ... 
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Chris  Cooper’s 
Convention Thoughts

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
You know, anyone who knows me can tell you that I like things to be spontaneous. From my interests 
in music to the way I work. I find I get bored with things easier these days.  I mention that because I 
am recently back from “JG3” that’s John Green Day 3 to the uninitiated. Three events smacks of 
familiarity so there would reasonably be more reason to get bored here to.  When we first started this 
venture I am not entirely sure who’s idea it was now) I knew they were a good idea, but to be honest I 
never fully expected them to be happening every year. Sure, that was the stated plan but an annual 
Dylan Convention? I don’t believe there has been this kind of run in the UK since they started.  There 
are lots of things to stop that happening. Coming up with new material. New “acts” new themes. It’s 
hard to see us doing that with enthusiasm indefinitely. Well I thought so anyway. 

JRS and I had had plenty of chats in that direction and I must say it felt like we were nearing 
the end.  Two week later we meet with Keith Agar to consider plans for a JG4  ! So I guess its not over 
yet. 

These days I seem to be cutting back on a lot of my Dylan-type activities, partly due to work 
commitments and partly because I feel it’s time to do so. Yet I confess I am as ready for JG4 now as I 
can be. So what changes the mind of a seasoned old collector like me? What is there new to do? 

Lots of things go wrong at Conventions, most are not seen by the public, I could recite them all 
now. I won’t. Let’s leave the mistakes and the errors behind us and look at what went right. There 
were certainly plenty of things. 
 
The Services 
Three years at the Moat House and things remain fine; we would be hard pressed to find more suitable 
accommodation. But we all knew that. 
 
The Family 
Ever present and always good to see (though I wish Alison would not cry when we meet). It’s a link 
with the past with the Kidda. It does me good to remember why we are there, this one always works 
for me. 
 
The Crowd 
This was, I believe our best attended year yet. But it isn’t about numbers. But about faces, about 
meeting people you know who have become friends. About meeting old friends that you just don’t see 
enough. About hanging out with like minded people. People who don’t baulk at me for mentioning 
Bob Dylan more than once every 30 minutes. I wish sometimes there was more time to chat with 
people. There is never enough time, I seem to spend a lot of time rushing from place to place and 
always being wanted somewhere else! 
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The Cast 
Freewheelin’ was / is a family. At times this is less obvious these days as we have had many members 
come and go since we last had a Lincoln-style gathering. One is long overdue, but at these events we 
get the biggest concentration of members in one place. Thanks Paula, Richard, Jim, CP, and of course 
John. It’s good to see you. If only the rest of you could be there too? There’s always next time you 
know. 

A mention of Jan the sound man is in order too, and whilst we had some technical problems at 
first Jan was responsible. In fact, for me he made the day a much easier and relaxed event. And 
judging by his dancing around in Carolyn Hester’s set he had  a great time too.  Of course we cannot 
forget Keith Agar, but more on him later. 
 
The Atmosphere 
JG Day really is like no Convention I have ever attended, there is a relaxed informality which would 
be very hard to beat. It really is a happy friendly day. Some people excel, some people get emotional. I 
though Al M delivered a wonderful little speech in the evening, summing up John Green well when he 
thanked him for now passing on his friends as well as the tapes. It was a nice moment that captures 
things well.  
 
The Performers 
These obviously make up a major part of the atmosphere of the day. This year we kept the music all to 
the evening, which certainly worked better for me. But lets briefly name check everyone. 

KEITH AGAR   Our irrepressible MC Keith plays a huge part in creating the atmosphere. He 
seemed to be working endlessly throughout the day and the smooth passage of events was very much 
down to Keith’s marvellous delivery.   His enthusiasm helps a lot too.   ANDREW MUIR  of course 
was first speaker, (seems to be his permanent place) Andrew gave us tales from his new book 
“Troubadour” which he was signing there. I think it’s a lovely tradition we have set up of new “Dylan 
items” being released at our events. He also included a currently uncirculated early recording.  CP LEE 
remains quite unique in style and manner. I always enjoy his efforts, I thought this years talk may well 
have been the best he has given yet.  I confess I never did that much of GED KEILTY’S quiz this year. 
But Ged’s dry, infectious humour was nice to see again.  CAROLYN HESTER gave  a talk and 
commentary on the Westinghouse Broadcast. This closed the first half, as the planned panel discussion 
never took place for various reasons.  I expected Carolyn to be easy going, as I had interviewed her 
before. I expected her to recall  a few titbits when she watched the video. But her entire manner was so 
in keeping with our event. She seemed to remember so much and was such a lady. The crowd warmed 
very much to her. I could see she was genuinely pleasantly surprised by the people asking for 
autographs after her talk. When she left the room at the interval I felt sure we had done the right thing 
in booking her. 

The music started with DYLANESQUE a group from up north who have often played at our 
Cambridge meeting as a duo. This was the band and they got the evening off to a good start. The next 
group COLD OVERTURE I had been looking forward to. They had been the big surprise at JG2.  
They never let us down, their self assured confidence and spirited delivery really got things going.  
Marks violin playing was excellent as was there new guitarist.  This group is one you should see. Once 
again they were a positive high spot.  But not as high as CAROLYN HESTER & DAVID BLUME.  
Carolyn was friendly and chatty, but uncompromising. She only played one Dylan song, closing her 
set with Blowin In The Wind, with others from Cold Overture and more joining in.  By the crowds 
reaction the lack of Dylan songs was no problem, as she went down very well. To hear her play some 
of those old songs from her DOT albums, and the tracks she had done with Dylan was a thrill. A great 
lady and a great singer we could not have chosen a better act to close the event.   It was left to CP LEE 
to stir the crowd up for singing the night away as JG3 drew to a close. 
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So, there it was. Yes we will probably do it again. It was better than I expected or hoped. It was not 
just good, it was fun.  
 
And Kidda there were a few Bacardi and Cokes in for you.  
 
John was my friend more than he was a fellow collector. And that’s what made that event special. 
Friendship, it was a palpable thing that day. An it’s one I don’t find boring yet. 
 
 Till  Next  Year 
 

SOME Images of JG3 
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  WHEN YOU GONNA WAKE UP! 
By Richard Lewis 

 
 
 
Just nine months after John Green Day 2 I found myself back in Northampton for the third annual John 
Green Day. I travelled down on Friday evening straight from work thinking that way I could get a 
good night’s sleep and a leisurely breakfast. Little did I know! The drive was horrendous as I hadn’t 
started on the motorway until nearly 6pm as I had been standing by a waterlogged pitch in a downpour 
watching our school football team get beaten 5-0. Anyway I got to the Moat House and checked in 
around 9.30pm, found my room and headed for the bar. 
 
There was Paula, Chris (CP), Pam, John, Chris and Dizzy and several others. John, as usual, was 
worrying about some of the arrangements as there was another function on in our main room until 1am 
so we couldn’t set up until Saturday morning. Apparently it was the annual dinner of the local netball 
association, giving rise to some ribald speculation about their dress requirements at such events. Then I 
saw Rob from Leeds who used to occasionally come to our Dylan meetings when we held them at Mel 
Gamble’s house. With Rob was his 23-year-old daughter, Hannah, who was just getting into Dylan. 
We spent a pleasant evening chatting and consuming a couple of bottles of Australian red wine and I 
then headed to bed around midnight. 
 
About 4am I was awoken by a loud ringing which at first I mistook for my early alarm call but on 
finding my glasses and seeing the time I realised it was the Fire Alarm. Grabbing some clothes I 
headed nervously for the fire escape remembering I was on the 7th floor. In a cold wet car park I came 
across other Freewheelers and Dylan friends as well as a lot of ill prepared older tourists shivering in 
their night things. It was over half an hour before we got back inside and to our rooms and like lots of 
others I spent a restless couple of hours before my real alarm call. 
 
Not the best start to a long day. Not to worry, the Moat House breakfast was substantial and I was soon 
ready to face the day. We set up our credentials table (me and Paula) and got John’s lists, spare tickets, 
programmes and instructions and by 9.30am we were ready for anything. Behind us the merchandise 
tables were being prepared and our MC Keith Agar was checking his notes and getting his slides and 
captions in order. John and Chris were trying to find the right leads to connect three different laptops 
to the projection equipment and there was a general air of chaotic activity. 
 
Paula and I took it in turns to get a first look at some of the tables behind us and think about which of 
the various possible purchases was really a necessity. Paula had also brought with her a few spare 
books to sell which she put out on our table and then pulled another table round so that I could put 
some of my spares out too. Then things started to get busy. It is amazing how quickly the time goes 
when you are fully occupied. In no time over a hundred people had arrived, the merchandise tables 
were doing brisk business and Keith had given one of his famous (or do I mean notorious) opening 
addresses before introducing Andy Muir as our first speaker. Andy was that very day celebrating the 
publication of his new book “Troubadour”. As I was on the front desk I didn’t get to hear Andy but 
managed to pop in to buy a copy of his book. 
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I have not yet read it but very much agree with the “critical stance” that Andy outlines in his 
introduction. Roll on the summer holidays when I might get the chance to read it properly. With Paula 
and I taking it in turns to pop into the main room or scurry round the merchandise I saw and heard just 
a bit of CP Lee, missed the quiz but caught a little of Carolyn Hester talking about the early days. I 
was especially pleased to hear her responses to questions about Richard Farina and Phil Ochs and her 
tale about Buddy Holly. Along with Paula I also got the chance to say hello to old friends and new as 
those arriving now numbered over 175 including the fan who paid for his ticket entirely in coins as he 
had just finished a morning selling from his ice cream van which he had parked outside. I also sold a 
few books and magazines and then went and spent the proceeds on more books and CDs and DVDs. I 
was especially pleased with CDs I got. A rare Neil Young from the Bread and Roses Festival in 1980 
including a unique performance of “Turbine”, Dylan’s “The October Revolution” which conveniently 
puts all the covers and one off performances from the autumn tour in one place. Finally there was the 
wonderful “Once Brave Henry” by Richard and Linda Thompson, which captures two of Richard’s 
earliest performances after leaving Fairport. It contains rare recordings of two of his vitriolic yet comic 
songs that he rarely did ever again – “Dragging The River” and “When I Am Prime Minister”. 
 
Paula, who like me had spent the early hours in the car park, went off for a short nap whilst John went 
on the desk so I could get something to eat. Refreshed I was able to hear both the fine Dylanesque and 
the excellent Cold Overture from the front desk. A few more people arrived just for the evening 
concert and total numbers must have been close to 200. I then shut down the table, packed up all the 
spare programmes, tickets, lists etc and banked the cash with John before buying another bottle of 
Australian red and joining the crowd in the main room. I was looking forward to hearing and seeing 
Carolyn Hester perform and I was not disappointed. 
 
Backed by her partner David Blume on an electric keyboard she started with a song by her first 
husband, “Pack Up Your Sorrows”. This was followed by Ed McMurdy’s “Last Night I Had The 
Strangest Dream” which immediately took me back to those days of beards, sandals and CND 
marches. There was a fine version of Tom Paxton’s “I Can’t Help But Wonder Where I’m Bound”, 
followed by a beautiful “East Virginia” and Dylan’s “Playboys and Playgirls” and there we were back 
in the early 60s. David Blume sang as well on his own “I Have A Dream” based on when they heard 
that Martin Luther King had been murdered. The tune reminded me of Jerry Keller’s “Here Comes 
Summer” and they ad libbed to include “John Green too!” in the chorus. 
 
She then sang Buddy Holly’s “Lonesome Tears” mentioning that as a rock ‘n roller he was not well 
thought of in folk circles but that Dylan had been awestruck enough to say, “Buddy taught you that 
song!” She continued the Dylan connection by doing “Swing and Turn Jubilee” and “I’ll Fly Away”. 
As she sang Tom Paxton’s “The Last Thing On My Mind” I was transported back to Bunjies Folk 
Cellar where I had seen Paxton’s first ever UK appearance nearly 40 years before. Joined by Cold 
Overture and Stevie Watson we had a communal singsong to end with “Blowin’ In The Wind”. A 
fitting end to a fine performance and a wonderful 3rd John Green Day. Actually the evening was still 
going but funnily enough I can’t remember much else! 
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Remembering  
that Death is Not  
the End 
 

by Paula K.V. Radice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was lovely to see so many friends at Northampton, and once again, the whole thing was a triumph of 
organisation by John, Chris and Keith, all despite the hour-long car park wait at 4 o'clock on the 
Saturday morning, with the fire alarm ringing in our ears.  Well done, boys (and your behind-the-
scenes hard-working wives!)  The greatest relief of the weekend was that it wasn't Dylan fans who set 
off the fire extinguishers, and the greatest pleasure was in re-discovering the fact that Dylan fans are 
the kindest and most caring people on the planet (bar none).  They never let you down; at least, the 
ones I know  don't.  (If you hang around with ones of the other sort, you've got no-one but yourself to 
blame). 
 
Some time ago I wrote about one particular Dylan friendship that has meant so much to me over the 
last six or seven lives, my friendship with Monica.  I wrote about my admiration for her and her 
husband, Derek, who were meeting the challenge of his newly-diagnosed cancer with amazing strength 
and dignity.  That courage and perseverance, on both of their parts, has continued unabated for the last 
two years, through many ups and downs as the cancer has run its course, but tragically it is a fight that 
was not to be won, and as I write this Derek is very close to dying.  
 
I have been spending as much time as I can with them both.   Monica is nursing Derek at home, and 
doing the most fantastic job imaginable in terribly difficult circumstances.  I am, as ever, in complete 
awe of her single-mindedness, determination and energy.  Being with them in the past few weeks has 
been inspirational, and (unexpectedly) as life-affirming an experience as I have ever had, and I know 
nobody will mind if I can't get my thoughts around to Bob Dylan this month.  He's still there, and he 
keeps cropping up in conversations Monica and I have had recently, but Monica can't listen to him  
(and won't be able to for quite a while, I guess - and I understand that feeling: he just gets too close the 
truth sometimes for it to be bearable) and I cannot summon up any enthusiasm for reading and 
reviewing books just at the moment. 
 
Next month, a review of Andy Muir's book.  In the meantime, if you have a God, please send up a 
prayer for Derek and Monica. 
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There had been collections compiled before, of course. Sir Walter Scott, amongst others, had done it in 
the early 19th century, but Baring Gould signals the beginning of what has become known as ‘the first 
folk revival’. What’s also significant about Baring Gould was his tendency to alter the melody or the 
lyrics whenever he felt they weren’t sufficiently ‘sophisticated’, or were too ‘vulgar’. The next major 
figure in the revival was, of course, Cecil Sharp. 
 
Born in 1854, Sharp first became captivated by what we should possibly call ‘traditional’ music, on 
Boxing Day 1899, when the Headington Quarry Morris Men stepped onto the driveway of the house 
he was staying in and gave an impromptu performance. The dancers were building labourers who’d 
been laid off because of the cold weather and their leader William Kimber had persuaded them to go 
out busking as a way of raising some cash. Sharp gave them half a sovereign and immediately began 
pumping Kimber for more information about ‘this delightful art’. Soon he began notating tunes that 
Kimber played for him. These transcriptions became the nucleus around which he began his studies 
into English music. His growing excitement enthused others like the composers Vaughan Williams and 
Percy Grainger. He modified some of Kimbers harmonies and passed the notes to Grainger who used 
them for what was to become a massive classical ‘hit’ – Country Gardens. I must point out here that 
Sharp always paid Kimber for his time if not his tunes. Granger had no such grace and paid neither 
Sharp nor Kimber for the melodies that made him a very rich man. 
 
In no time at all Sharp became an enthusiastic scholar in pursuit of the ‘tradition’. He met Baring 
Gould and the two men recognised in each other the zealotory of the convert and the purity of their 
chase. In 1909 (shortly after a falling out with Baring Gould – Perhaps this fragment of a letter from 
BG’s associate F Bussell explains why – “We had a very pleasant time together, collecting songs from 
all over Devon and Cornwall, the credit of which was annexed by a Mr Cecil Sharp who rearranged 
them to very tame settings indeed”)) Sharp founded the English Folk Dance & Song Society. All the 
labels were now in place. The term ‘Folk’ was adapted to describe a particular genre. The Romantic 
Nationalism of the pan-Germanic scholars had been successfully transposed to England and blended 
with Ruskinesque concepts of socialism. We now had our revival and a veneer of nostalgic whimsy 
with which to coat it. 
 
 

How Traditional Is Traditional? 
 
Sharp was a remarkable collector and archivist. His work is of inestimable value and laid the 
foundations for nearly a century of study. He preserved literally hundreds if not thousands of songs 
from obscurity and extinction… and yet… and yet… 
 
Like Baring Gould, Sharp interfered with the originals. We know this because many of the transcripts 
and even cylinder recording still exist at Cecil Sharp House, headquarters of the EFDSS. He too felt 
the need to alter, amend and bowdlerise when he felt that the originals were too crude or primitive. It 
has been argued that one of his main reasons for this was because he was trying to build a canon of 
work that would be used in schools to educate English children in their musical heritage. This is a 
theme that would recur in the 1950s after the publication of the CPGB’s pamphlet The American 
Threat To British Culture which I’ve written about before. So much for the purity of traditional songs! 
There is another problem with their methodology however, one that again raises questions about the 
legitimacy of traditional texts. 
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Both Baring Gould and Sharp commented on the amount of times that they sat down to listen to 
traditional singers and were saddened when they would be presented with a variety of ‘popular songs’! 
That meant music hall and broadside ballads. What time wasting it must have seemed to them, but 
presumably not for the yokel or peasant they were listening to! Broadside ballads had been the pop 
songs of their day since the sixteenth century. Mass produced songs hawked in the streets by ballad 
sellers, the tunes were a mainstay of English (and Scottish) entertainment. But for Sharp and his 
colleagues they were anathema. They did not come from the oral tradition. They were not passed 
through in ‘the blood’, as it were. As for music hall, ‘cheap’, ‘common’ and ‘vulgar’ were the words 
most bandied about in much the same way that we now talk about mass-produced pop and boy bands. 
Above all else Sharp and co wanted ‘authenticity’. 
 
To recap the position we find ourselves in – What was cemented into place during the first revival was 
a construct that deliberately ignored a mass of music because it didn’t fit the criteria laid down by the 
revival’s leading lights. I am going to ignore Sharp’s comments on the Black music he came across on 
his song collecting expeditions to America as it is loathsome and racist garbage. Basically he didn’t 
think they possessed musical talent and therefore went out of his way to ignore them. In a sense, his 
dismissal of branches of popular English music is grounded in much the same kind of elitist 
psychopomp and calls into question, as far as I’m concerned, the legitimacy of his legacy. It is an 
elitism that propagates class differences and leads us into an area that we might now dub ‘cultural-
cleansing’. By this I mean that the revivalists, whilst admiring and praising certain aspects of working 
class culture, felt that large portions of it were of no value whatsoever, and that its practitioners were, 
at best, misguided, at worst, stupid. 
 
By the time of Sharp’s death in 1924 he would have been aware of how his crusade to give ‘the music’ 
back to the people was gradually happening. ‘Folklore’ studies, encouraged in no small way by the 
success of Sir James Frazer’s massive study of myth and magick, The Golden Bough, were gaining in 
popularity in the post-war period, and helped encourage people to look at other aspects of English 
traditions such as music and dance. Schools across the country began to place traditional dance classes 
on their agendas and Sharp’s dream of it becoming part of the national curriculum was not far off. 
Song books were produced specifically for schools and competitions and concerts were held across the 
country. A public subscription fund was set up in his memory and the money from it used to establish 
Cecil Sharp House in Hampstead. This became the centre of activities for the EFDSS. Maypoles 
sprang up across the land and young children, garlanded in flowers and ribbons begrudgingly 
welcomed in the summer. Folk music and Morris dancing became firmly established in the totemic 
signifiers that went into constituting ‘Englishness’. 
But the premise was false. 
 
On the internet site At The Edge (see details below), Bob Trubshaw makes some fascinating comments 
taken from an article written for the EFDSS journal in 1957 by Barbara Lowe. In it Lowe argues quite 
convincingly that Morris dancing originated around 1450 as a ‘courtly pursuit’. It became fashionable 
at Christmas time for the young men of the court, to tie bells round their legs and dance for their 
ladies’ pleasure and amusement. Over time, this form of dancing filtered down to the ‘common 
people’, who shifted the date of the dance to May Day. The music for dancing was usually whatever 
was popular at the time. There is, according to Lowe, very strong evidence that the ‘Horned Men’ 
dances also originated during the same time scale. The Padstow Horse rituals in Devon used a real man 
on a real horse up until the early nineteenth century when the now familiar hobby-horse was 
substituted for one reason or another. As the century progressed and the romantic, nation building 
concepts of the rural idyll took hold, and Frazer’s theories about Folk lore and myth became more 
popular, so the re-invention of these pursuits became more and more grounded within a pseudo-pagan 
vision of Anglo-Folk. And so it was, with the songs that the collectors sought out. 
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As mentioned above, not just one seam of music, but many, were being neglected by these middle-
class collectors – the music of the towns, particularly the newly industrialised cities of Britain, which 
had thrown up a rich vein of songs that were concerned with the industrial process and the life that 
went on around them. We’ve seen how broadside ballads and music-hall were cast aside as ‘spurious’ 
and, I almost hesitate to use the word because it almost became debased in the 1960s – ‘commercial’. 
It’s worth noting here, Harry Smith’s criterion for a song’s inclusion on The Anthology of American 
Folk Music – they had to have been commercially successful within their genre, whether it was 
‘Hillbilly’, ‘Mountain’, or ‘Race’, Etc. By the 1940s and 50s, ‘successful’ had become anathema to the 
second wave of the Folk revivalists, though it must be pointed out, people like MacColl and Lloyd had 
a much broader idea of what constituted ‘Folk’. In particular, they actively encouraged the creation of 
new songs. So much so, that Pete Seeger was inspired after visiting them in England and seeing what 
they were doing, to return to America and set up Broadside magazine as a vehicle for new song-
writing talent (most notable of these being the young Bob Dylan). 
 
The problem was, and still is, that all the songs, both old and new, were ghettoised, that is, sectioned 
off, within the Folk genre, and for better or for worse, the Folk genre is usually perceived by the 
general public as a joke, best exemplified by Kenneth William’s send up Folk singer, Rambling Syd 
Rumpo, or genteel ladies in Greek tunics wafting across lawns to the strains of In An English Country 
Garden. 
 
Dylan’s visit to England in the winter of 1963/4 coincided with the peak of the second revival and it’s 
to his credit that he took what he learned from here, added it to his own creativity and transmuted it 
into songs that transcended labelling even though critics and commentators continued to do so for 
years. What he left behind here was a scene that was confused and fragmentary in its nature. A scene 
that has never coalesced into anything other than a novelty, or a specialist pastime. 
 
There are still Folk clubs in this country that won’t allow amplification, even for singers with acoustic 
instruments. There are still debates raging within Folk circles about the use of instrumentation at all! 
Thankfully, on the whole the scene is now a broader church, but I feel we’ve lost sight of achieving the 
same kind of synthesis that has happened in American music. We often overlook the fact the 
contemporary American music is a fusion of all sorts of different genres, our contemporary music 
scene is too insular and backward looking, and I’m talking about Pop Music here as much as Folk. As 
Big Bill Broonzy put it – “It’s all Folk Music – Hell! I ain’t never heard no mule singin’ it!” 
 
I’d like to finish off here with an interesting digression into how history repeats itself with a quick 
examination of the use of ‘Folk’ music for nationalistic ends in the former Yugoslavia, and how this 
has now spread across Europe in the guise of ‘Neo-Folk’. 
 
Strangely for a communist country, Yugoslavia actively encouraged Rock music. President Tito 
recognised its attraction to the youth of his country and instead of banning it and thereby driving it 
underground, equipment, venues and recording deals were doled out to would be Rock musicians. Of 
course there was a catch. The music, lyrically at least, had to be apolitical (much like it is here!). As a 
result, Yugoslavia was much more forward looking musically. When Yugoslavia fragmented in the 
early 1990s, Milosevitch in Serbia was quick to follow Tito’s  lead and a committee of ‘experts’ 
designed, if that’s the right word, a new form of contemporary music which was called ‘Turbo-Folk’. 
This took Western House Music and fused it with Serbian Folk. Inevitably, this featured strongly 
nationalistic lyrics. One of the top performers of Turbo-Folk is a young woman called Svetlana 
Razenatovitch, better known as Ceca. She married Serbian War Lord, Arkan, who was assassinated a 
few years ago. Over the last ten years she’s sold hundreds of thousands of records. She was also 
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arrested on March 17th this year in connection with the assassination of the Serbian Prime Minister. A 
large number of weapons and explosives were seized from her mansion in Belgrade. 
 
One of her biggest fanbases outside of Serbia is Germany where Turbo-Folk has amalgamated with 
Goth Music and is known as ‘Neo-Folk’. Look it up on Google and you’ll come across dozens of 
websites that are dedicated to extreme Right Wing, Aryan groups. They hold regular festivals of Neo-
Folk across Europe. Folk music and torch light processions – the taking of blood oaths – Symphonies 
of the damned marching in ordnung across the plains of Westphalia, Poland, Russia, Norway, 
Denmark – The blighted vision of pan-Germanic scholars has come to fruition once more. 
 
 
 
 
Further information –  
The Imagined Village – Georgina Boyce, MUP 
Fakesong – Dave Harker, OUP 
The Edge Website 
Ceca Homepage 
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Lucinda Williams      Manchester May 2003 
 

By Russell Blatcher 
 
In Manchester on the third day of May 2003 we were blessed, blessed, blessed. Blessed by a sublime 
hat trick from Ruud van Nistelrooy, blessed by the return of the dynamic rampaging Roy Keane we 
thought was gone forever and blessed by a Lucinda Williams performance which from the first song to 
the last sent shivers down my spine. 
 
Miss Williams is of a very similar age to me, she’s 50, and though she has doubtless lived a very 
different kind of life to me and the majority of the similarly aged audience, she must, surely, share 
some of our middle-aged exhaustion. We are married, with grown up children, retirement visible on 
the horizon, she, if we believe the image, is single, childless, veteran of multiple failed relationships 
and nightly brawling booze drenched shows, haunting the highways, pubs, dives and bars of the U.S. 
in tour buses. 
 
The build up to her arrival on stage at about 9 pm had conspired in many ways to undermine its 
success. The Ardwick Apollo, appropriately branded “Carling” in view of its equally distressed 
exterior and interior is an appalling filthy old concert hall, with broken toilets, loutish security, chipped 
and broken décor, sticky carpets and uncomfortable seats. The support act started late, were utterly 
devoid of any redeeming features, playing to a standard which most public bar back-rooms would not 
tolerate, but taking full advantage of the power of the PA so we would suffer fully the nuances of the 
singer’s wretched facsimile of every aspect of Joan Armatrading’s vocal style. To add insult to injury 
the MC had to inform us that they were from Manchester. The intermission then stretched on, long 
enough for most of a Kinks greatest hit package from You Really Got Me to Autumn Almanac. 
Incredibly some morons attempted to start a slow handclap. It became clear from Lucinda Williams’ 
remarks in the course of the set that this was not the kind of venue or audience to which she is 
accustomed. Even before that the audience should have known that she is not likely to perform to some 
local authority by-laws schedule. Some, more “professional”, performers may be able to turn up play 
from 7.30 through to 9.00 or 9.30, but this reminded me of many shows in the sixties and seventies 
when we knew there was no point in arriving until at least an hour after the scheduled start, and then 
still expect delays. I grant you that part of that was caused by the time setting up the equipment used to 
take, but in the main it was to allow the performers time to reach the correct mental and physical 
condition to start playing (however they achieved that!). 
 
So, when she and the band finally arrived on stage sometime after 9.00, there were one or two shouts, 
including “You’re late, it better be good”.  Miss Williams growled response to this was a curt “it’ll be 
fuckin’ good”, and they launched straight into Metal Firecracker. I was  fortunate perhaps to have 
front row dead centre seats in the circle, but even so all the concerns mentioned in the previous 
paragraph fell away the instant Doug Pettibone hit the first chord of the first song. The sound in that 
old dump was fantastic, loud but clear, every word of the vocal recognisable (more so than often is the 
case on the albums).  The group are physically unusual, Doug Pettibone, lead guitar and Taras 
Prodaniuk bass are big, big men, both head and shoulders above Lucinda and wide with it, the 
instruments they used looked small in their hands. The drummer Jim Christie had a white goatee beard 
and used an unusual range of techniques (on many songs he played a Latin style shaker in one hand 
with only one stick in the other, without any diminution in impact). Williams herself wears a halter-top 
under a cut short leather jacket and skintight jeans. Next to her vocal mike is a prompter stand on 
which the road crew has placed a large volume of lyrics. Unlike most modern performers, she didn’t 
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plough relentlessly through a rigid set list, even though lists had been taped down for the other 
musicians. A friend in the stalls tells me there was a palpable sense that many of the audience were 
from the dead hand of long-established fans, who preferred her earlier, less raucous, material. These 
will be the slow handclappers. Anyhow, some sense of this seemed to reach the singer, which, I think 
partially explains her self-inflicted disruption of the set. 
 
Next was Ventura, one of the standouts of her new album. Pettibone moved over to the pedal steel, 
sadly the only song on which it was used. This song is more than a new paradigm for both the pain of 
lost love. It also concerns those questions about existence described in Jean Paul Sartre’s Nausea.  The 
half spoken verses deal out large scale close ups of the details of a day to day life mired in the depths 
of a raging depression: 
 

Decide I’m goin to make self a little something to eat 
Get a can down off the shelf, maybe a little something sweet 
Haven’t spoken to to one, haven’t been in the mood 
Pour some soup get a spoon stir it up real good 
Go out with a friend, may be a little  music might help 
but I can’t pretend I wish I was somewhere else: 
 
I wanna watch the ocean bend the edges of the sun, then  
I wanna get swallowed up in an ocean of love. 
 
Put on my coat go out on to the street 
Get a lump in my throat and look down at my feet 
Take a long way home so I can ride around 
Put Neil Young on and turn up the sound 
Drive up the coastline, maybe Ventura 
Watch the waves make signs out on the water 

 
I wanna watch the ocean bend the edges of the sun, then  
I wanna get swallowed up in an ocean of love. 
 
Stand in the shower, clean this dirty mess 
Get me back my power, and drown this unholiness 
Lean over the toilet bowl, throw up my confessions 
Cleanse my soul of  this hidden obsession 
 
I wanna watch the ocean bend the edges of the sun, then  
I wanna get swallowed up in an ocean of love. 
I wanna watch the ocean bend the edges of the sun, then  
I wanna get swallowed up in an ocean of love. 
 

In Nausea, Sartre’s character Roquentin is confronted by the banality of the stuff of existence by 
contemplating the root of a chestnut tree: 
 
...all of a sudden, there it was, as clear as day: existence had suddenly unveiled itself. It had lost its 
harmless appearance as an abstract category: it was the very stuff of things, that root was steeped in 
existence. Or rather the root, the park gates, the bench, the sparse grass on the lawn, all that had 
vanished; the diversity of things, their individuality, was only an appearance, a veneer. This veneer had 
melted, leaving soft monstrous masses, in disorder – naked, with a frightening obscene nakedness. 
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Behind the minutiae of daily life in the verses of the song (the can of soup, the spoon, and the toilet 
bowl) is that same repulsion at the “obscene nakedness” of the “stuff of things”. This also resembles 
the way Philip K. Dick’s characters will often see that veneer crack, for example, in Time Out Of 
Joint, Ragle Gumm sees a soft drink stand in a park dissolve and be replaced by a slip of paper on 
which is written  “Soft-Drink Stand”. Gumm is the victim of a drug-aided illusion, but Dick clearly 
feels, like Sartre, that our own “realities” of consciousness are flawed cheap fakes. The impact of these 
kinds of feelings is heightened when the perceived unreality includes our own existence. But the 
disappearance of the self, or loss of self-awareness is, in another context, regarded as a form of 
apotheosis, if it is assumed that the universe is, instead of a dead “thing”, an homogeneous living being 
imbued with a pervasive divinity. That alternative reaction is of course much more likely when 
surrounded by a scene of natural beauty, which is why the chorus of Ventura finds the singer gazing at 
the Pacific Ocean.  
 
As she broke into the first chorus, the raw emotion of both the meaning of the words and the sound of 
her voice hit home hard. Her voice soared into life from the flattened, stumbling delivery of the chorus, 
dominating, but perfectly balanced with the band, especially the glistening glissandos from the pedal 
steel. 
 
On the surface, this is a song about depression following a broken relationship, very much a 
commonplace of the country music genre. But Lucinda Williams, like Phillip K. Dick, transcends the 
genre that she is perceived as coming from. In my view, much reinforced by seeing it performed live, 
this song describes the struggle to overcome that depressive and determinist view of existence with a 
transcendental philosophy, which is prepared to submerge the self in a universal being, or as she 
describes it: “get swallowed up in an ocean of love”. 
 
In the final verse “this dirty mess” which is that debased and soulless physical existence as well as that 
lost love is strongly related to “unhholiness”, by rhyme. The spiritual connotation of the whole song is 
exemplified in the metaphor of vomiting as confession, the cleansing of the soul. So the “hidden 
obsession” is transformed from her lost lover into the lost faith which she hopes to recover at the 
ocean’s edge. No one is currently writing better songs than this. And no one performs them with such 
power and beauty. Only the magic of such art can defeat the “monstrous masses” of disorder, which 
writhe just below the surface of our lives. 
 
The set continued to draw from World Without Tears, with Righteously and Sweet Side. On some 
songs, including the latter, Williams gave short explanatory introductions of their themes, but at one 
stage, apparently again stricken with self doubt, she expressed scorn at the usefulness of these 
explanations and of her own stage presence. After the first song not from World Without Tears (Are 
You Down, from Essence) Williams apologised for “bloopers” (unheard by me!) and started 
introducing unplanned titles as recompense: “I’ll throw in a couple of extra songs to make up for them 
stinkers”. She also remarked upon the “reserve” displayed by the audience, due to being in “this the-a-
ater”. She was I think reacting to real or imagined audience resistance to her newer material. We were 
given a short summary of the fuss over her use of ‘rap’ in Ventura and other new songs. She averred 
that this was no new thing, that indeed Bob Dylan had done it, to a rather surreal small cheer, which 
was probably enthusiasm for Dylan rather than rap. I presume she is thinking specifically of 
Subterranean Homesick Blues. Of the apparent ‘bonus’ songs, the most welcome for me were Drunken 
Angel and Side Of The Road. When informed of the latter’s introduction during one of the frequent 
huddles with the roadies, Pettibone killed the volume on his amplifier and proceeded to rehearse the 
chords in silence, while the roadie was hurriedly flicking through Lucinda’s book of words on the 
lectern. The lectern was a crutch more than a necessity, I only saw her glance at it once whilst singing. 
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I could detect no difference in performance quality between the planned and unplanned numbers. All 
of them stopped or petered out without planned endings. Lucinda’s comment that they played “loose 
like Neil Young and Crazy Horse” is to me more a compliment than a criticism. Indeed, I’m sure it is 
exactly the approach she wants. The musicians all had the kind of chops that can cope with sudden 
changes effortlessly. I was reminded of Chuck Berry’s attempts to get Keith Richards to change key 
seconds before launching a song, to Richards’ consternation and amusement. 
 
Lucinda Williams is scheduled to tour the US as support to Neil Young this summer. These will be 
venues and audiences even more different than those she is encountering here at the moment: 
 

I'm kind of at a crossroads in my career right now, I just turned 50 and it feels like my 
career is starting to take off. I'm in a pretty comfortable zone right now. 
 
This whole thing started with me playing in little bars in 1973. Now all of a sudden there's 
a lot more at stake. This is where bad decisions are made. Other people get involved. So I 
always look at everything and ask lots of questions. 
 

I was pleased to see in the Independent’s review of her Shepherds Bush Empire show (Gavin Martin 
07 May 2003) that her asking of questions includes the hardest one currently for those in the public eye 
in the U.S.A.: 
 

At the close, she returns to her primal blues roots with a Skip James standard and wears her 
Southern rebel credentials proudly when she introduces the slightly cumbersome 
"American Dream", telling the audience that, like the Dixie Chicks, she was ashamed of 
George Bush, too. 
 

American Dream was the one song whose absence I really regretted from the show in Manchester. If 
the great American public embraces this artist, I am sure she will continue to tell them the truth, 
however cumbersome Mr Martin may find it. 
 

Unconfirmed Set List 
 
Metal Firecracker  World Without Tears 
Ventura   World Without Tears 
Righteously   World Without Tears 
Sweet Side   World Without Tears 
Are You Down   Essence 
Changed the Locks  Lucinda Willaims 
Those 3 Days   World Without Tears 
Atonement   World Without Tears 
Joy    Car Wheels On A Gravel Road 
Still I long For Your Kiss Car Wheels On A Gravel Road 
People Talking  World Without Tears 
Sweet Old World  Sweet Old World 
Essence   Essence 
Side of the Road  Lucinda Williams 
Real Live Bleeding Fingers World Without Tears 
Drunken Angel  Car Wheels On A Gravel Road 
Get Right With God  Essence 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES 
By J.R. Stokes 

 
 

Like Ice, Like Fire 
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’) 
 
Part 20.  A Hanging in the Louvre 
 
 
 
It seems that the hopes and the fears for the future security of this creaking planet may hang on just 
two words: road map. Dylan got it just about right when, during his in-your-face bible attitude but 
totally inspirational days of ‘79/’80, he predicted that the Middle East would be the place where the 
real troubles of the world would start. But now the warring factions in the Middle East have a ‘road 
map’; a route laid before them emanating from a Bush/Blair spin concocted on a sunny March morning 
in the Azores and designed perhaps to deflect the eye of the neutral away from the invasion of Iraq.  
Whether this particular road map will lead to Freedom Bounty Road or Armageddon remains to be 
seen but I fear that before any kind of destination is attained, the loved ones of the innocent, the rebel, 
the rake and the private on parade will have to experience that dreadful moan of tombstone blues. And 
I am not talking here of the Dylan song with the death related  title from Highway 61 Revisited (and if 
you ever travel down Highway 61 you would certainly need a road map!).  
 
If I did however happen to talk about ‘Tombstone Blues’ from Highway 61 Revisited then I would 
have to remark that the topical expression that was good enough to be coined by world leaders in 2003, 
had already been minted by Bob Dylan back in the 60’s of the last century.  But of course, instead of 
using the expression ‘road map’ for spin, Dylan used it in protest. Remember this cynical twist from   
‘Tombstone Blues’: 
 
  ‘And the National Bank at a profit sells road maps for the soul 

To the old folks home and the college.’ 
 
Whatever expedition you want to take with words, you’ll find that Dylan got there first!  
 
Now I am fully aware that the musings of this particular scribe don’t amount to a hill of beans when 
you are standing in front of a massive screen that portrays a world gone wrong, but I have my own 
road map: the route is directly through the verses of ‘Visions of Johanna’, encompassing all the 
wonderful twists and turns of that classic Dylan song; and the destination is at the site of a completed 
canvas containing the images of all the people and places I have seen along the way. Those who have 
stayed with me on this journey, (and there can’t be that many), may consider that I have strayed from 
the road map too often but no one can ignore the continuing presence of my travelling companion, the 
person to whom, in my view, all my roads lead: namely Joan of Arc.    
 
As an aide-memoire to those who have had the energy to stay with me thus far, and as a point of 
reference to those who may wish to watch me as I enter the home straight, I am not contending that 
Joan of Arc is ‘Johanna’ (although she signed her name in a similar fashion shortly prior to her 
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execution); but rather that her legend is the prevailing impetus throughout the images contained in the 
song and her story underscores the very essence of Dylan’s masterpiece. To explain all this I have 
taken the song apart and reconstructed it, piece by piece, on to my own canvas: the completion of 
which is, as I have said, the destination of my road map. Before I plod on yet further, I must look over 
my shoulder again and remind myself that Joan of Arc was burned alive for two main reasons: (a) her 
visions and (b) her ambiguity of gender as demonstrated by her transvestism.  In part 19 of this article I 
combined the images of Joan of Arc and (the) Madonna as referred to in the final verse of ‘Visions of 
Johanna'. Now it is time to bring that other famous female icon from the fourth verse into focus: the 
Mona Lisa. 

It seems quite in vogue to be writing about the Mona Lisa in the year 2003 because this year sees the 
500th anniversary of the year when the painting was completed by the artist, inventor, scientist, 
architect and all other sound things to all other sound men: Leonardo da Vinci. To coincide with this 
anniversary numerous projects on  grand scales have been undertaken but one particular project that is 
pertinent to my study is the publication of the book ‘Mona Lisa – The History of the Words Most 
Famous Painting’ by the author Donald Sassoon. (132). This books tells you, in an informal yet 
informative fashion, everything you wanted to know about the worlds most famous painting. Indeed, 
the book endeavours to answer the following questions posed in its jacket notes: 

‘What has made the Mona Lisa the most famous picture in the world? Why is it that, of all the six 
thousand paintings in the Louvre, it is the only one to be exhibited in a special box, set in concrete and 
protected by two sheets of bullet proof glass? Why do thousands of visitors throng to see it every day, 
ignoring the masterpieces which surround it?’  
 
Deceptively complex questions and understandably, as we are dealing with the appreciation of art, 
accompanied by no straightforward answers.  Whilst Sassoon starts at the very beginning and lays out 
a history of the artist and his painting, my own observations must be limited to the connection between 
the use of the image of the Mona Lisa by Dylan in the penultimate verse of  ‘Visions of Johanna’ and 
the mainstay of my interpretation of the song, namely Joan of Arc. There are so many intriguing 
aspects to the appreciation of the Mona Lisa that I could quite easily get bogged down in side issues 
but that would mean throwing away my road map and perhaps never reaching my destination. So let 
me get straight to the point and adopt the colour that I have continually used in my own pictorial study 
of the song: the colour that represents the matter of gender ambiguity: a matter which I have 
highlighted on many previous occasions in this study and indeed a matter for which Joan of Arc was 
burned alive. In linking the matter of gender ambiguity to the Mona  
 
Lisa I have to refer to what Donald Sassoon calls ‘the androgyny theme’ which he explains as follows: 
 
‘One of the most popular theories is that the Mona Lisa is in fact Leonardo’s self portrait. Such claims 
were made at the beginning of the twentieth century, and have remained current. For instance, in 1913 
the painter Maurice Vieuille claimed that while the lower half of the face is that of a woman, the upper 
half is that of a man. And not just any man: ‘That gaze, it is Vinci’s’. However, it is only since the 1952 
X-ray examination carried out by Madame Magdalene Hours, the director of the Louvre laboratory, 
that the androgyny theme, first ventilated in the nineteenth century, has really blossomed. 
 
In that year, on the five hundredth anniversary of the birth of Leonardo, the art critic Georges Isarlo, 
claimed that Mona Lisa was a transvestite…….On the basis of Isarlo’s claims, in June 1953 the New 
York journal Sexology published a picture of Mona Lisa with cropped hair looking like an effeminate 
young man – as many young men with longish hair would in female dress – with a veil. In 1986 Lillian 
Schwarz, a computer-art scientist working at Bell Laboratories on New Jersey, ‘conclusively’ proved 
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that the Mona Lisa was a self portrait of the young Leonardo. This prompted the London Daily 
Telegraph to report the news with the headline ‘Mona Lisa was Leonardo in drag!’ (133) 
 
Perhaps one of the reasons behind ‘the androgyny theme’ related to Leonardo’s own sexuality. 
Sassoon investigates this situation as follows: 
 
‘In the nineteenth century, Leonardo’s supposed homosexuality was unmentioned. The presumption 
rests on his trial for sodomy in 1476 (when he was twenty-four), although he was acquitted. There is 
also no trace of any involvement with a woman in his life. Later, when the issue could be discussed 
openly, new interpretations were produced. Thus, in 1973, Kenneth Clark decided that Leonardo’s 
sexual preferences were a key to understanding his work and that the artist ‘ gladly allowed his 
homosexuality to penetrate to the depth of his being’.  Leonardo understood, explained Clark, that: 
‘the creative process… was predominately a female process. The male part of procreation was short, 
easy and beyond his powers of analysis. The female part was long, complex and a possible subject for 
investigation.’  ’ (134)  
 
One person who took the idea of the Mona Lisa being ‘Leonardo in drag’ to another level was the 
French surrealist artist Marcel Duchamp (1887 – 1968). Duchamp was something of an anarchist when 
it came to the matter of art and one of his most famous creations was a painting that he entitled 
L.H.O.O.Q. which demonstrated his philosophy that nothing, absolutely nothing, was sacred when it 
came to art.  Before graffiti appeared on the walls of the New York subway, Duchamp, to the horror of 
art lovers everywhere, graffiti-ised the sacred icon by taking the Mona Lisa and turning her into a man. 
Donald Sassoon takes up the story and provides some interesting comments with regard to Duchamp’s 
intentions, which are indeed pertinent to certain lines from the fourth verse of ‘Visions of Johanna': 
 
‘In 1919 the French artist Marcel Duchamp took a postcard of the Mona Lisa and drew on her face a 
moustache and a goatee beard. He had been developing the idea that as art could only be defined by 
its context, it could be made out of anything at all, including what he called a ‘ready made’ such as a 
urinal (The Fountain, Arturo Schwartz Collection, Milan). Context was like the miracle of 
transubstantiation: it could transform anything. If a vulgar wafer can become the Body of Christ, a 
urinal can become a work of art, provided it is so regarded by an artist and positioned in an art 
gallery. 
 
In adding a beard and a moustache to the Mona Lisa, Duchamp was making free with a work of art 
whose popular fame had reached mythic proportions.  It was bound to appear provocative. Though 
Duchamp’s act now appears, at best, mildly amusing, at the time it caused consternation.  
 
Nowadays even rotting animals in formaldehyde do not shock many people; those who are shocked 
provide artists and gallery owners with gratifying publicity. But in Duchamp’s day assaults on 
convention provoked more dismay. Thirty years later L.H.O.O.Q. was still causing anxiety, at least in 
some quarters. T.H. Robsjohn-Gibbins Mona Lisa’s Moustache, a rambling book published in 1948, 
argued that the Surrealists ‘proposed to destroy utterly the entire universe erected by western logic, by 
inducing the superstition that reality was not reality as it was conceived by Western logic  and the 
normal mind’. By depicting the Mona Lisa ‘ with a moustache’ the Surrealists hoped that the 
‘bourgeoisie would begin to teeter between what was real and what was hallucination’.  
 
To superimpose a moustache on a face is a typical schoolboy prank indicating mockery. When 
Gaultier said that, before the Mona Lisa ‘we feel timid, like schoolboys in the presence of a duchess’, 
he was building up an icon. When Duchamp chose to behave like a schoolboy , he was questioning its 
value. His friend the artist Francis Picabia wanted to publish L.H.O.O.Q.in the March 1920 issue of 
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his Dadaist magazine 391. As Duchamp had taken his postcard to new York, Picabia got hold of 
another Mona Lisa postcard, added the moustache and published it with the caption’ ‘Dada painting 
by Marcel Duchamp…’, forgetting the beard. Duchamp’s card had temporarily become as ‘unique’ as 
Leonardo’s Mona Lisa. 
 
Later he explained that he intended  L.H.O.O.Q. to be an aggressive response to the curiosity he had 
aroused among members of Picabia’s circle, deliberately using ‘the symbol of everything that was 
sacred in museum art’. He also followed Freud in raising the issue of Leonardo’s homosexuality  by 
‘masculinising’ the Mona Lisa.  
 
There are numerous interpretations of L.H.O.O.Q., mostly from a Freudian perspective: the facial hair 
stresses the androgyny of the painting, the male side of the Mona Lisa (androgyny is a major theme of 
Duchamp). Perhaps the beard is a transfer of Lisa’s pubic hair to her face. Perhaps Duchamp wanted 
to remind us that, in some way, Mona is Leonardo.’ (135) 
 
The comments here are perhaps of interest when considering the opening line of the fourth verse of 
‘Visions of Johanna’: 
 

‘Inside the museums, infinity goes up on trial’ 
 
for that was exactly what Duchamp was doing in defacing the Mona Lisa: questioning the bottomless 
reverence for a sacred work of art.  
 
Don’t however just take my word as being the only disclosed link between Marcel Duchamp and that 
fourth verse of Visions of Johanna’: a copy of Duchamps painting actually adorns the front cover of 
Stephen Scobies illuminating booklet aptly entitled ‘Visions of Johanna' (to which I have previously 
referred) (136). Stephen is actually writing about the line: 
 
  ‘ …..the one with the moustache….’ 
 
when he observes: 
 
‘But another curious echo lurks in these lines.: I refer to the infamous painting, or ‘ready made’ by 
Marcel Duchamp, L.H.O.O.Q (1919). What Duchamp did was to take a reproduction of the Mona Lisa 
(who, being three- quarter length, has no knees) and draw a moustache and beard on it. Then he 
added the title , which reads in French as an obscene pun. The two gestures – moustache and pun – 
are both adolescent nose-thumbing at the seriousness of ‘high art’, and at the institutionalisation of 
the museum which places the Mona Lisa behind bullet proof glass. Duchamp’s gestures are performed 
with a cool, detached irony: while puncturing the pretention which surrounds the adulation of the 
Mona Lisa, Duchamp also proposes that his own piece, which is deliberately devoid of conventional 
artistic ‘craft’ is just as worthy of a place ‘inside the museums’ as Leonardo’s masterpiece. 
 
I have no way of proving that Dylan knew of Duchamp or intended this reference (and in nay case, I 
would argue that the reference is valid even if it could be proved that he didn’t). But Duchamp was 
much in vogue in the 60s (he was in fact still living there), and many of the artistic gestures of Andy 
Warhol (with whom Dylan was certainly familiar) are deeply indebted to Duchamp’. (137) 
 
On re-reading that extract from Stephen Scobies booklet, I consider that he has probably made a better 
case than me for the view that Duchamps L.H.O.O.Q. is linked in some kind of way to ‘Visions of 
Johanna’. Unless you have fallen asleep by now, you will have noticed, time and time again, that my 
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overriding link to Dylan’s classic song is in the legend of Joan of Arc. Whilst, at the beginning of this 
corner of my canvas I intimated that the link related to the ‘androgyny theme’ of the famous painting 
taken together with one of the reasons for Joan of being burned alive i.e. her transvestism; there is 
another link , and this link relates to Duchamp’s L.H.O.O.Q.  
 
I have again previously referred (136) to another lengthy article about ‘Visions of Johanna’ , written 
by the French reviewer Alain Blondot that was published in the fanzine ‘Homer The Slut’. Alain also 
makes reference to the painting by Duchamp and provides a crucial translation:  
 
‘Was Dylan aware that a French surrealist artist  - Marcel Duchamp- once painted a parody of Mona 
Lisa, adding a moustache to her face? He called it L.H.O.O.Q., which phonetically reads “ Elle a 
chaud au cul ” i.e. “her ass is hot” or even “ she’s got her ass on fire”…….’ (138) 
 
Hopefully I will not have to state the obvious here but just how did Joan of Arc die? In her martyrdom 
was not her ass, literally, on fire? It’s all a little ridiculous really isn’t it, but it is in the translation and 
the correspondence between what is said and what is in my own painting of the song. And if you are 
looking for more correspondances , the next stop on my road map will be at the house of one of the 
most famous French poets that has ever lived! Meet me in the morning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(132) ‘Mona Lisa – The History of the Words Most Famous Painting’ by the author Donald Sassoon 
published by Harper Collins in 2002  
(133) Ibid page 271 
(134) Ibid page 119 
(135) Ibid page 214 
(136) Freewheelin’ 199. Part 10 Like Ice, Like Fire 
(137) ‘Visions of Johanna’ by Stephen Scobie page 25 
(138) ‘Visions of Johanna’ by Alain Blondot page 7 
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THE THIRD ANNUAL JOHN GREEN DAY – A THANKSGIVING 
 

 
‘If everyone enjoyed this weekend's event as much as Max and I did then count it as a tremendous 
success. Thanks for all the hard work you and the Freewheelers put in. Much appreciated.’ 
Karen McDonough   
 
‘Another really great day you guys put on. Really enjoyed meeting old friends.’  
Roy Edgar 
 
‘Just thought I would let you know what a great time my partner and I had at the event. This was 
our first year and I was completely overwhelmed by the occasion.’ 
Geoff Davis 
 
 
 
These are just a sample of the many comments that we received following the Third Annual John 
Green Day which, by all accounts, was again a major success. This was not however down to just a 
few individuals but to a whole host of people who joined in and lifted the lid off the Moat House 
Hotel. So this is my personal thank you to all of you. 
 
Starting at the very beginning: 
 
To Richard and Paula: without you Reception would be like a song without words, a nest without 
birds. 
To all the Traders for sharing your wares with us: John D, Dr. Colin, Steve and Tim; Gil and the 
two Daves, Nick and Adrian, Phil and Ali, Gary H and the lady from the Felix Empire. 
To Andrew Muir for your presence, your eloquence and for Troubadour 
To Ged for your questions and your Big Brother Brogue. 
To C.P. for just being C.P. and to Pam who should stand for Parliament, become Prime Minister and 
sort out the mess we are in. 
To Derek Barker and Jeff Stevens for being there when we weren’t. Sorry guys, one day it will 
happen. And to Clinton for his inside information. 
To Marilyn and Pat for selling all those pretty raffle tickets. And to Brenda for your watchful eye 
and your laughter. 
To the wonderful Dylanesque for your professionalism and your rhythm. 
To Cold Overture and Yan for making me sweat, making me laugh and for that very, very pleasant 
green smoky haze. 
To Carolyn Hester for your history, your songs and for giving Bob a helping hand. 
To Raymond for springtime, for Hitler and for Germany. 
To Al, for giving everything back that was never owed with your very fine words. 
To my partners in crime: Chris and Keith. Without your company the day would have been like a 
plane without wings, a violin with no strings.  
And of course to the memory of the man who brought us altogether:  
 

the eternal John Green. 
 
 
 

 

Thank you from JRS 
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